The formation of pyridine-pyrimidine-and pyrimidine-pyrimidine base pairs after in vitro DNA replication with the large fragment of Eschcrichia coli DNA polymerase I indicates that WatsonCrick-like base pairing between pyrimidine bases can occur in the enzyme due to the presence of the rare tautomers of deoxycytidylate and thymidylate in the template strand. The implications to mispair formation in DNA, such as the difference between the structures of the mispairs during and after replication, are discussed and the possible action of mutagenic DNA protonating and deprotonating agents in vivo is considered.
Introduction
In E. coli it is known that two enzymes -DNA polymerase I and DNA polymerase HI (Pol I and Pol HO -are involved essentially in replication [1] [2] [3] [4] . While Pol in does the main replication work in vivo, leaving one strand continuously and the other strand fragmentarily replicated, Pol I polymerizes 2'-deoxyribonucleoside-5'-triphosphates in the gaps between the Okazaki fragments in the 5'-»3' direction including a 3'-»5' exonuclease-proofreading (error rate = 10" 5 -10" 6 in vitro, = 10" 8 in vivo) [4] [5] . Additionally it is capable of excizing distorted mispairs in a duplex as a 5' ->3' exonuclease with endonuclease activity (excision of up to 10 base pairs). Investigations on the high fidelity of polymerization and on the precision of proofreading led to the hypothesis that the recognition of the proper base to incorporate depended mainly on the matching of the hydrogen bonds between the template base and the nucleoside triphosphate.
Thus, the in vitro incorporation by Pol I of dcoxynucleoside triphosphate analogues with reduced capability for hydrogen-bonding with a template should render information about the specificity of the enzyme. At the time it was known that purine analogues were poor substrates for Pol I and so we decided to synthesize three dCTP-structure analogues (dNTP: 4-deamino-2'-deoxycytidinc-, 3-deaza-4-deamino-2'-deoxycytidine-, and 3-deaza-2'-deoxycytidine-5'-triphosphates). Apart from the natural nucleotides, we could not detect any polymerized dN in the prolonged DNA primer, whether with activated calf thymus DNA, nor with synthetic poly-d(GC) as a template, using Pol I, dATP, dGTP, dCTP, dTTP, and dNTP [6] .
Enzymatic Synthesis of a Pvridine-Pvrimidine Base Pair
The Experiment Then we switched to the opposite strategy [7] of using synthetic 13-mer template strands bearing at position 11 one analogue dN each, and letting Pol I (Klenow fragment, no 5'-»3' exonuclease activity), dATP, dGTP, dCTP, and dTTP elongate a matched, labelled 8-mer primer strand {scheme 1) [8] . The specific incorporation of dC at position 3 in the primer
5'-d(TTNCGTCAAAATC)-3'
Pol I, dATP, dGTP, dCTP, dTTP 3 ' -d (AGTTTTAG) -5 ' -M 32 P "s cheme 1 directed by dN = 3-deaza-2'-deoxycytidylate (d(3-deazaC)), as well as the complete and faultless prolongation of the chain could not be explained by means of a reduced capability of d(3-deazaQ to hydrogen-bond with the nucleoside triphosphates.
The Assumed Structure. The reason for the unusual pairing of a pyrimidine with a pyridine base was found in the special hydrogen substitution pattern of the base analogue. Since basepairing with dG (and dT) is hindered by protruding interactions between the C(3)-hydrogen atom of the analogue and the imino protons of dG and dT, the only base pair that is bound by 2 H-bonds can be d(3-deazaQ*' (in its rare imino-enol form^dC [9] . Alternatively, the hydrogen substitution pattern of d(3-deazaQ*' also matches to dT* {scheme 2). There are possibilities of pairing d(3-deazaQ (in its normal tautomeric form) with other bases in two alternative wobble positions where the incoming nucleoside triphosphates are shifted eitheT towards the minor or the major groove of the DNA. In these pairs the C(3)-hydrogen atom of the analogue would not prevent dGTP or dTTP to hydrogen-bond with d(3-deazaC) any more. Although it cannot be denied that after polymerization, a d(3-dcazaC)*'-dC pair could tautomerize into the normal tautomeric form, accompanied by a rearrangement into a d(3-deazaC)-dC wobble pair, the lack of detectable amounts of dGMP or dAMP incorporated opposite d(3-deazaC) indicated that a wobble pair configuration was not possible during polymerization. It also indicated that no rare tautomeric forms of the nucleoside triphosphates such as dG*TP (lactim form of dGTP without the protruding imino proton) could be incorporated by Pol I, thus confirming other mutagenesis results {vide irtfra).
Admittedly, up to now no turnover of dCTP to dCMP or of any other nucleoside triphosphate was measured in this mutagenesis experiment, so no precise information about the proofreading of the pyridine-pyrimidine pair can be made. But, since the primer elongation was performed under standard conditions used for normal template-directed and Pol I promoted primer elongations and the elongation occurred quantitatively within that time, we conclude that the 3'->5' exonuclease proofreading activity of the Klenow fragment could be 'fooled' by a Watson-Cricklike geometry of the pyridine-pyrimidine base pair in the polymerase.
The possibility (as mentioned in [8] ) that the analogue's tautomeric equilibrium could lie more on its imino-enol side in an aqueous solution due to the enhanced basicity of the O=C(2) [10] [11] as compared with the parent compound dC was investigated [12] . 13 C-NMR spectroscopical data showed no substantial difference in the tautomeric equilibria of the nucleosides. Still, d(3-deaza-Q*' must have been the only reactive species for structural reasons and, by overcoming the enzyme's proofreading activity, provided a specific and complete prolongation of the primer strand. The Functional Analogy. As such d(3-deazaC)*' is a functional analogue of dG, because of its similar hydrogen donor/acceptor behaviour and its selectivity to bind dCTP in its normal tautomeric form. Like the previous incorporation experiments with pyrimidine ribonucleoside analogues [10, 13] , the negative results of the Ames-test and the "lambda-mutatest" on d(3-deazaC) (Th. Bickle, unpublished results) revealed that d(3-deazaC), though most probably phosphorylated to d(3-deazaC)TP in vivo, was not mutagenic (i.e. was not incorporated) and cannot be used as a C-»G transversion mutagen.
The Verification
Step. The peculiarity of d(3-deazaQ which as a template base can direct a specific incorporation, whereas d(3-deazaC)TP will not incorporate, can be rationalized by a substrate incorporation mechanism proposed by Ferrin & Mildvan [14] where d(3-deazaQTP first is coordinated by Mg 2+ of the Pol I-template-primer-complex at its y-phosphate. This binding is only marginally dependent on the structure of the base. Prior to the polymerization step, a rate-limiting [15] (i-phosphate coordination is required that cannot proceed unless the triphosphate base binds in a Watson-Crick-Iike geometry to the template base ("verification step"). d(3-deazaQTP could not form a reasonable (more than one H-bond) Watson-Crick base pair to any of the four natural bases, d(3-deazaQ*TP could to dC, but its assumed rareness -if present in the enzyme at all -makes it a rather weak competitor to dGTP. As a template base it cannot be replaced and the polymerization will not proceed unless dCTP "meets" d(3-deazaC)*'.
THEORETICAL ASPECTS Computer Modeling
The proposed structure of d(3-deazaC)*'-dC as depicted in scheme 2 was simulated in a "modeling" computer programme to nucleosides and nucleotides (energy minimization performed with proprietary united-atom force field MOLOC developed by the CAMM group, Miiller, K., Hoffmann-La Roche, CH -4058 BjseJ). Apart from a slight shifting of the hydrogen binding axis figure 1 Stereo view of the pentamer double-helix on the minor groove. The dot stands for the O atom of HjO.
due to a third, longer hydrogen bond between N(3) and H0-C(2) of d(3-deazaC)*' and/or the repulsion between the non-bonding electron pair of N(3) and H-C(3)-electrons of d(3-deazaQ*', the bases paired as predicted. Next we incorporated d(3-deazaQ*' and dC in a canonical B-DNA double-stranded pentanucleotide 2 l The sequence was similar to a part of our 13-mer used in the Pol I experiment where dN 3 was d(3-deazaQ*': elaxation of the approximatively 200-atom system led to an almost unchanged structure where the crucial bases were paired by one hydrogen bond between the dC amino-function and the d(3-deazaG)*' imino-function (N-N-distance 3.0 A). The other hydrogen bond which would have caused a major change in the sugar phosphate backbone, if bound directly with dC 3 (presumably a twisted bent), was instead directed by an ether oxygen from the ribose ring of the dC^-unit in the same strand. No unusual strains appeared, all bases stacked as in normal B-DNA.
In order to fill the space between the two base oxygen atoms (OC(2)) in the minor groove, a water molecule was inserted with its oxygen atom in the middle between the others. After
complete relaxation of all internal degrees of freedom in the DNA, including the inserted water molecule, a local energy minimum was found resulting in a conformation that resembled qualitatively a normal B-DNA ( figure 1) . The water molecule stayed in the plane of the mismatched base pair and bridged the OC(2) atoms with the tightest H-bonds (O-O distances 2.9 A, N-N distance 3.0 A). The base stacking was still relatively close to planar and no tensions occured (compare with a modeled C-T-pair in a double strand [17] ).
The highly ordered first hydration shell in the minor groove of B-DNA is thought to stabilize its conformation [18] [19] , so the additional water molecule may take part in the H-bond network along the minor groove, thus stabilizing the unusual base pair. Figure 2 mispair. The findings also suggest that the hydration shell should not be neglected in conformation studies of DNA; its inclusion would re-adjust especially the position of the additional water molecule.
Conclusively, one can assume that the substitution pattern of the H-donor/acceptors of a template nucleotide base is more important for the specificity of Pol I-polymerization than the exact distance between the template and the triphosphate to be incorporated. The distance between the two strands in a free double-helix, however, is very important for the survival of a mispair (scheme 3).
MISMATCHES; FORMATION versus OCCURRENCE Tautomeric Mispairs
Pyrimidine-Purine Mispairs. As already proposed by Watson & Crick in 1953 [20] and later by Topal & Fresco [21] , in principle, dG can base-pair with dT, and dA with dC, respectively. Tautomerization of one of the bases is necessary, where dG* and dC*, though less stable than dA* and dT*, are thought to be more probably formed [22] (scheme 4). Purine-Purine Pairs. Topal & Fresco [21] proposed that tautomeric Hoogsteen (anti-syn) pairs were responsible for the formation of purine-purine pairs. The anti-anti pair A*=A has been considered by Drake & Baltz [23] (scheme 5).
Pyrimidine-Pyrirrridine Pairs. Starting from the findings of our biochemical experiment with the mispair d(3-deazaC)*'-dC, analoguous pyrimidine-pyrimidine pairs can be built, provided that all tautomeric forms are allowed (scheme 6) 3 X The structures of the left column might be less favorable, because of the repulsion between the non-bonding electron pairs of N(3), still, the formation of a d(3-deazaC)*'-dC pair found in our experiment revealed that a pair like C*'=C is possible in the enzyme, assumed that the free electron pair of N(3) is comparable in dimension with a C-H bond All the other possibilities should be quite stable, provided that the distance
between the corresponding sugar moieties can be easily narrowed. In addition, the homogeneous pairs CC and T-T are equivalent with respect to an inter-base-pair exchange of acidic lactam and lactim protons (equivalent pairs: C*'=C*<=»C*=C*'; T=T*<=>T*=T; T=T<=> T=T). A twoproton-transfer in C*'=T results in C*BT, a pair of a similar energy content, but if C*=T* is isomerized, probably the most stable pyrimidine-pyrimidine-pair is generated: C=T •*). Alternatively, Watson-Crick-like mispairs could bear protonated bases as welL In the purinepyrimidine and in the purine-purine series, protonation of a base pair does not suggest any further stabilization, compared to the merely tautomeric mispairs depicted in scheme 4 and 5. There may be some stabilization in protonating a C*'=C-, a C*'=T*-, and a T=T*-pair {scheme 6, left column) due to a third (weaker) H-bond in [C*
1 =C] + , [C*'=T*] + , and [TET*] + . Yet, the sometimes preferred interpretation of a protonated species in favor of rare tautomers [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] which can explain some mispair formations 4 ) cannot be true for the d(3-deazaC)dC-pair, because protonation would not additionally stabilize this pair.
Experimental Evidence for the Structures of Mispairs
Purine-Purine and Purine-Pvrimidine Mispairs. Mispairing between unmodified natural bases in synthetic deoxyribonucleotide poly-and oligomers were investigated by ^-NMR-spectroscopy [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] and some structures were shown by X-ray analysis to be wobble pairs [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] , anti-ami [50] or Hoogsteen pairs [44, [48] [49] : GT and A-G, neutral, AC most probably protonated on N(l) of dA [27] [28] , all in their normal tautomeric forms.
Pvrimidine-Pyrimidine Pairs. None of the proposed structures of pyrimidine-pyrimidine pairs are yet proven for a DNA duplex. A low-temperature 'H-NMR spectrum of d(CGCGAA-TTCTCG) 2 showed a resonance at 11.7 ppm from the C-T imino proton and led to the proposition of a base pair with Watson-Crick-like geometry lying in the normal tautomeric form and involving a bridging water molecule [39] .
The observed pH-dependency of the formation of double helical poly-dC in antiparallel strands led to the proposition of a CC + -wobble pair being protonated on one of the N(3) atoms, and both cytosines lying in the normal tautomeric form [51] . Since the conclusion on the structure of CC + -pairs based on experiments either with poly-C, poly-d(CT), poly-dC or d(C 4 A 4 T 4 C 4 )-oligomer, it need not necessarily be true for OC^-pairs lying in a natural purine-pyrimidine base pair neighbourhood, where strains in the sugar-phosphate backbone are expected to extend the mispair. Investigations in oligomers with hairpin loop structures that existed in equilibrium with their duplex form also revealed information about T-T-pairs. In these studies, the authors interpreted the ^-NMR signals of the imino protons allocated to T-T-pairs in the oligomers d(ATCCTAT-TAGGAT) 2 [52] , d(ATCCTATTTAGGAT) 2 [53] , and d(CGCGATTCGCG) 2 [54] as being derived from either wobble pairs or "open pairs" (no H-bonds). Very recently [55] , the sequence d(CGOjCXjTTTTCGCGCG) has been crystallized in a hairpin loop structure (2.1 A resolution) which showed an unusual T-T-pairing, due to crystal packing forces. Since this intcrmolecular mispair (between two hairpin loop residues) had a close Watson-Crick-like geometry (O 4 -© 4 -separation 2.5 A, N(3)-N(3)-separation 2.6 A), the authors concluded that the pair contained one thymine in its Q^-enol form (T-T*). This result is the first crystallographic evidence for the existence of a rare tautomeric form in a DNA base pair.
Structures of Mispairs Inside and Outside Replication Enzymes
The Wobble Pair / Tautomeric pair Conflict The structures of mispairs found in DNA crystals and solutions lead to a wobble pair/tautorneric pair conflict The controversy seems to be nourished by the fact that the difference between the conditions during the generation of a mispair and after its formation was often ignored in the literature. As in our model with d(3-deazaQ*', it is very important to differentiate between the structure of a mispair in the polymerase and after its release into solution.
There are two experiments in the literature concerning the structure of mispairs in a polymerase giving evidence that, down to a certain minimal misincorporation frequency, no formation of wobble pairs in a polymerase was measurable (i) 54x 10" 5 dGMP per dAMP incorporated by E.
coli Pol I and directed by oligo-rU^^j as a template and primed with oligo-dA 10 [14] ; ii) no incorporation of dGMP or dAMP by E. coli Pol I directed by d(3-deazaC) in the template within the limits of detection of an autoradiogramme after Maxam-Gilbert sequencing [8] ). On the other hand, a number of misincorporation experiments including all sorts of mipairs partly in astonishing high abundancy (vide i/tfra) can neither disprove the above evidence, nor prove unequivocally the formation of wobble in favor of tautomeric mispairs during the polymerization.
This indicates that the formation of wobble pairs in a polymerase must be quite rare and therefore might be responsible for a mutational background of DNA, but cannot explain unusually high mispairing frequencies.
The Structure/Function Argument Another argument is derived from selective constraints that are thought to be imposed on polymerases, in order to guarantee correct replications. Since the fidelity of replication depends strongly on the matching of H-bonds, and thus on the precise positioning of the triphosphate and the template bases towards each other, one does not expect a wobbling (relative to the N(3)-N(l)-axis of a Watson-Crick-pair) to be allowed in the nucleoside triphosphate binding site of an enzyme such as Pol I (cf. [14, 56] ), so the reason for the creation of a mispair cannot be derived a priori from the structures of the wobble pairs found in free, unbound DNA duplexes.
Wobble base pairs were first postulated to exist in the third base pair of the triplet codon in mRNA-tRNA complexes [24] allowing the recognition of synonymous codon triplets by the same tRNA which contributes to the degeneracy of the universal code. But there the situation is different because of the less rigid secondary structure of the anticodon loop in tRNA's needed for proper functioning.
Elucidation of Functional Analogies and Mechanisms of Mispairing
Structural Principles. Following the model picture depicted in scheme 3, the patterns of the H-donor/acceptor substitution of pyrimidine bases required for all nucleotides to be incorporated, in principle, dC* appears as a, both, dT-and dG-functional analogue (C*-A in scheme 4; C* C in scheme 6), dC*' as a dG-and a dA-functional analogue (C*'C, C*'T in scheme 6"), dT* as a dC-and a dA-functional analogue (T*G in scheme4; T*-T in scheme 6), and dT as a dA-functional analogue (T-T in scheme 6). As for the tautomeric purine bases: dA* appears as a dG-, dT-and a dC-functional analogue (A*C in scheme 4; A*A, A*G in scheme 5), dG* as a dA-functional analogue (G*-T in scheme 4), and dG* 1 as a dC-and a dT-functional analogue (G*'G, G*'A in scheme 5).
Note that the term 'functional analogue' refers to bases with an altered hydrogen substitution pattern that can base-pair in the enzyme pocket with natural, normally hydrogen-substituted bases.
(An additional way of forming a mispair where both bases are involved as rare tautomers will be presented further on.) In reality, i.e. after performing the appropriate experiments in vitro and in vivo, some of the functional analogies might have to be excluded or complemented with other possibilities.
Experiments with Structure Analogues of Rare Tautomers. In order to obtain experimental evidence for the structures depicted in the schemes 4 ,5 and 6 being responsible for the formation of rrrispairs in the polymeTase, not the crystallographic analysis of nrispairs in free, double-helical DNA should be envisaged, but rather mutagenesis experiments with residues that are capable of mimicking rare tautomeric forms.
The behaviour of dC*' in a DNA template during replication can be understood by using d(3-deazaQ instead (c/. first section), because the only reactive form of d(3-deazaC), i.e. d(3-deazaC)*', can be regarded as a nucleoside model compound for dC*' in which the tautomeric form is fixed. This means that in vitro (and perhaps in vivo) dC*' in a template should bind preferentially dCTP during replication.
As for the alternative rare tautomeric form dC*, already in the early 1970's mutagenesis experiments showed a similar functional analogy derived from another modified residue. N^Hydroxycytidine (N^-OH-C) in a RNA template was found to preferentially direct the incorporation of ATP [57] [58] . Alternatively, dfN^OH-QTP was incorporated on template-directed polymerization, both as dC and dT strongly dependent on the sequence [59] . Since N^-OH-C lies wholly in the imino form [60] and therefore can be regarded as a model compound for C*, the experiments suggest that C* acts rather as an U-than a G-functional analogue and dC* is rather a dT-than a dG-functional analogue.
The behaviour of dT* 9, dT, dG*, dG*' and dG' on replication also remains to be investigated by means of in vitro site directed mutagenesis with similar nucleotide model compounds ®.
Possible Mechanising pf Foppation Involving Rare Tautomers. There are situations imaginable where initially both, template and triphosphate bases, are temporarily in their rare tautomeric fonns during replication. E.g.: While Pol I polymerizes nucleoside monophosphates between the Okazaki fragments, a DNA-binding protein would be capable of deprotonating with a basic functional group a very exposed and yet unpaired dC-unit in the template strand. If the presence of the now protonated DNA-binding protein can prevent a reprotonation of the inrino group, either N(3) or OC(2) can be protonated by water, leading to dC* or dC*', respectively. dC* is expected to bind preferentially to dATP and dC*' to dCTP. Yet, if the process described happened in the active site of Pol I (which seems to be possible when looking at the X-ray structure of the Klenow fragment [68] ), the presence of unspecifically bound dTTP in the triphosphate binding site of Pol I may cause the protonation of N(3) of the anion of 4-imino-dC by itsself (i.e. by its own N(3)-proton), in the place of water, and would lead to a C*=T*-pair which could stabilize itsself by rearranging into a C=T-pair (scheme 7).
If the attacked amino group belonged to a dA moiety, dA* might result which in rum could bind to dCTP, dATP or dGTP. The binding preferencies of dA* are unknown. In the alternative case of a DNA-binding protein with an acidic functional group, OC(4) of a dT-unit could be protonated and would generate dT* (dT 1 "* -»dT* + H" 1 "). Again, whether dT* binds to dGTP or to dTTP is hard to say, because no unequivocal experimental evidence is available. If the proton release happened in Pol I, perhaps dCTP might be protonated and base-paired (analogous to scheme 7). DNA-binding proteins could generate dG' or dG*' and dT leading to mispairs in a similar fashion.
According to such a mechanism one does not expect to favor the formation of pyrimidinepyrimidine mispairs by biasing the concentrations of deoxynucleotide triphosphates during (in vitro and in vivo) replication [69] [70] [71] , since the mispairing is thought to be provoked by an "anomalous behaviour" of the template (in agreement with Fersht et al. [79] ). One does expect a certain difficulty in enhancing the formation of purine-purine mispairs due to their bulkiness and the limited space in Pol I [5] , so the formation of purine-pyrimidine mispairs (i.e. of transition mutations) may predominate in high concentrations of the corresponding triphosphates. (The proposed mechanism for spontaneous transitions and transversions -mispairing of normal bases due to a reversible slippage of the template strand and looping out of one or several bases during replication [73] [74] -are excluded [23] , because no experimental evidence for such movements of a template in the active site of polymerases was found)
A mechanism according to which deprotonated bases in the template strand lead dirccdy to the formation of mispairs [75] will require -for the natural bases -the same conditions in vivo as described above, since the rcprotonation of an anionic base (toward either the normal or the rare tautomeric form) should proceed rapidly at a physiological pH.
Replication and Incorporation Errors. In any case, neidier rare tautomers (cf. first section) [6] , nor anionic bases [75] misincorporate as monophosphates, yet, if the "unusual" tautomeric form is not rare, as in the case of d^-OH-QTP, misincorporations may occur [59] . The reason for this, possibly, is because polymerase-bound triphosphates occur only in their most probable form (which contrasts in a sense to the pathway depicted in scheme 7), meaning that labile functional analogues (rare tautomers and ionized bases) can only provoke replication errors and no incorporation errors. Experimental Evidence for the Formation of Pvrimidine-Pvrimidine Pairs Low But Measurable Abundance. In spite of pyrimidine-pyrimidine pairs being excluded from the theory of substitution mutations by Topal & Fresco 1976 [21] , the spontaneous formation of CT-pairs was first found in 1968 after replicating poly-dC templates with T4 DNA polymerase in vitro (T/G incorporation 10"
5 to 10" 6 ) [76] . The formation of GT-pairs occurred also on polymerizing poly-dApoly-dTandpoly-dG-poly-dC homopolymers widi T4DNA polymerase [77] . The measured turnovers of the uncomplementary nucleotides suggested, besides an unexpectedly favorable formation of CT-pairs, that especially pyrimidine bases in the template provoke mispairing. More recently, the formation of CT-and TT-pairs after in vitro polymerization with polymerase a holoenzyme, due to misinsertion of deoxynucleoside triphosphates, was demonstrated using a natural template [78] .
High Abundance. The formation of pyrimidine-pyrimidine mismatches in vitro was verified by a biochemical experiment similar to ours [79] . In this case, a modified guanylatc residue was responsible for the yet unexplained mispairings generated in its nearest neighbourhood. The replication of two 2'-deoxy- 8 [81] ) -it was the most acidic base of the template -could have caused an eased tautomerization of a neighbouring dC-, and dT-unit, due to the protonation of OC (2) or N(3) of dC, and OC(2) or OC(4) of dT by d(8-OH-G), if not directly, then mediated by water molecules. With this assumption, not only the reason for the pyrimidine-pyrimidinemispairing can be found, but also the reason for the pyrimidine-purine-mispairing C-A and T-G directed by a pyrimidinc base in the nearest neighbourhood to d(8-0H-G). Additionally, only the formation of Watson-Crick-like mispairs that, in part, necessarily must have contained rare tautomeric forms (C-C and TT) could explain the complete lack of proofreading of the nearest neighbour mispairs in this experiment.
Structure of Mispairs After Formation
Wobble and Hoopsteen Pairs? After being formed, proofread and released into solution the mispairs will change their structures due to the sudden absence of "constraints on substratetemplate interactions" imposed by the enzyme [84] . So the mispairs may return to the normal tautomeric forms, and as the X-ray data suggest, some will be protonated and most of them will form wobble pairs. At present, the structures of mispairs after replication can only be proven by an X-ray analysis, since the interpretation of spectroscopic data of some mispairs in synthetic oligomers may be quite difficult On the other hand, there is still some incertainty left about the crystal structures, since a double-helix may crystallize in another form than the major confonner is in solution. UV-spectroscopical data strongly suggest that G-T-and A-C-pairs can adopt a Watson-Crick geometry and contain rare tautomeric forms (scheme 4) if stabilized appropriately [56] .
Thermodvnamic Stabilities. Evaluation of the relative stabilities of natural mispairs derived from the melting curves of synthetic oligomers led to a succession of mispairs, where G-T was unambiguously the most stable pair, followed by a "middle field" of GG, CA, CT, TT, and A-A within a wide range of tolerance, and finally CC and, AC as the weakest pairs [85] [86] . The authors proceeded from the assumption that they were dealing with wobble pairs, intermediate or weak base pairs, and open base pairs, all in their normal tautomeric forms. In another study of mispair stabilities the succession was less clear due to strong salt and sequence dependencies [87] .
Stability and Specifitv of Incorporation or Recognition. However it may be, the biological relevance of the thermodynamic stability of mispairs in a free DNA double helix is questionable, because in vitro experiments with replication enzymes showed that little or no correlation to the stabilities could be observed, neither by misincorporation experiments with prokaryotic DNA polyroerase [29, 88] or eukaryotic DNA polymerase a [84] , by the determination of misincorporation proofreading efficiencies of T4 DNA polymerase [89] , nor by mispair correction experiments using DNA polymerase I, HI [90] [91] , IH-holoenzyme [70] , and cell free extracts [92] which should simulate in vivo conditions best. Additionally, both, the proofreading efficiency measurements with T4 DNA polymerase [89] and kinetic misincorporation experiments with strongly biased triphosphate pools in different replication systems [93] [94] showed a high template sequence-dependence.
Although the investigations in mispair repair efficiencies in vivo [95] [96] [97] [98] must be compared with caution, since they were measured in different organisms, involved replicative and/or only post-replicative synthesis [95] , and the efficiency depended on the neighbouring base pairs, a succession of mispairs could be deduced where C-C, C-T, and A-G were not, or only inefficiently repaired, while A-A, GG, and in particular AC, and G-T were efficiently repaired. The repair of T-T-mispairs varied from efficient [96] over intermediate [95, 98] to inefficient [97] . Recent in vitro mispair specifity measurements of methyl-directed DNA mismatch corrections by the mut H, mut L and mut S gene products were consistent with the in vivo results [99] .
Proofreading experiments with Drosophila melanogaster DNA polvmcrase-primase and its 3'-»5' exonuclease subunit revealed a marked difference in excision selectivities of three mispairs (A-A, A-G and A-Q located at the 3'-terminus of the primer, dependent on whether the excision was performed in the presence or absence of concomitant polymerization [100] . In fact, for the first time a positive correlation of the excision selectivity of an (isolated) 3' -»5' exonuclease and the theTmodynamic stabilities of the mispairs in free DNA was found. Since in the presence of the porymerase-primase this selectivity was altered drastically, the authors concluded that the ability of the polymerase to extend a specific mispaired primer is a major factor that contributes to the overall efficiency of proofreading. Similar conclusions were drawn on sequence-dependent misincorporation experiments with the Klenow fragment of Pol I [101] .
Kinetics of Polymerization
The kinetics of the polymerization reaction following a mispair which becomes rate-limiting must be dependent on the stability -and thus on the structure -of the mispair in the polymerase. All the above experiments showing the absence of correlation between the thermodynamic stabilities of mispairs and the misincorporation and proofreading experiments are further support for the idea that the structure of mispairs in free DNA (most of which are shown or assumed to be wobble pairs) cannot be the same as in the moment of their generation or proofreading in a polymerase. In view of the overall excision repair selectivities one must also conclude that the selectivities of most post-replicative repair systems do not depend on the stabilities of the mispairs in DNA, but rather on the degree of structural similarity to the normal Watson-Crick pairs in their neighbourhood. The precise parameters for the recognition of the differences between matched and mismatched pairs remain to be elucidated.
SUBSTITUTION MUTATIONS IN VIVO Frequency of Transitions and Transversions
The Structural Inconspicuousness of Mispairs. Extracellular mutagens, mutagenic cell metabolites, defective (mutated) polymerases and repair systems, or mutator genes can eventually cause replication-dependent gene mutations. The "lifetime" of a G-T-hybrid, the critical parameter for a successful transition mutation, seems to be rather insufficient considering the in vivo mispair-repair experiments. The same goes for the other transition mispair A-C, while the transversion mispairs G-A and the pyrimidine-pyrimidine pairs seem to mimic a Watson-Crickpair quite welL Transitions and transversions were found in various in vivo experiments [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] or in homology studies [107] [108] , but, according to the inconspicuousness of their corresponding mispairs, only transversions seem to coincide with the theory: the majority of transversions found were GC-tTA-, and A-T->C-G-transversions [102] [103] [107] [108] which is plausible, because both corresponding mispairs (C-T and G-A) were shown to be inefficiently repaired in vivo. Less frequent were GC-»CG- [102, [104] [105] [107] [108] , and A-T-»T-A-transversions [106] [107] [108] , while transitions were generally the most frequently found substitutions [107] [108] .
Neutral and Constrained Substitutions. One has to bear in mind that transitions are less selected against [109] , because more transitions than transversions are silent (not amino acid replacing), so that in order to observe only substitutions imposed by mutation pressure without the effect of selective constraints, DNA sequences or substitution sites without any phenotypic effect have to be analyzed, or, at least the phenotypic effects must be kept small, e.g. by omitting any competition between mutant strains and by using short time periods for growth. The above experiments meet these criteria and still the transitions are generally the most abundant substitutions found.
Additionally, the formation of transitions can be explained by processes involving chemical transformations of a base in the DNA duplex between the replications. 2'-Deoxy-5-methylcyti-dylate which is present in the whole genome in sufficient amounts (particularly in d(...pCpG...) sequences) could suffer from dearrrination to thymidylate [110] [111] [112] shortly before replication,and would generate a TA-pair after replication. The reversed mutation, the A-T-»G-C-transition could be initiated by the spontaneous C(6)-deamination of an adenylate moiety into inosinate shortly before replication which in term would pair preferentially with dC [113] and generate a GC-pair after an excision repair or a second replication.
In the contrary case where a strong (positive) selection pressure is imposed on a sequence, as in a proto-oncogene, the major part of substitutions found were transversions, again in the same order of frequencies. 15 out of 21 transforming rar-oncogenes (including Human EJ/T24-Ha-rasl [114] [115] ) resulted from at least one transversion in one of the crucial positions in the proto-oncogene. Again the predominant transversion was CG->A-T (12 out of 17), followed by 3 G-C->C-G-and 2 AT-*TA-transversions [116] [117] [118] .
The Probability of Formation. Obviously the structural inconspicuousness of mispairs is not the only determinant for the frequencies of substitution mutations, but rather is overlapped by the ease or probability of formation during replication (polymerization and proofreading). Transition mispairs seem to be much more easily formed than purine-purine or pyrimidine-pyrimidine pairs.
The kinetic mechanism of mutagenesis [119] can explain the formation of mispairs due to varying Y^ and (to a lesser extent) y max values of nucleoside triphosphates in polymeraseprimer-ternplate-triphosphate complexes. The transition mispairs were shown to be more probably formed in vitro by polymerase a holoenzyme (no proofreading) due to lower dissociation rate constants of the triphosphates in purine-pyrimidine complexes as compared with those in pyrimidine-pyrimidine complexes [78] . Also in vivo mutagenesis experiments in prokaryotes showed that transitions were formed much more often than transversions in systems lacking proofreading [120] or mismatch repair activity [121] , whereas in intact strains transitions did not predominate [122] . But while transitions were typically found equally distributed over all mutation sites, hot spots were often the preferred loci for transversions [1201. Sequence-Dependence of Substitution Mutations Hot Spots. The occurrence of spontaneous mutan'onal hot spots is not sufficiently explained by a model mechanism where only the misinsertion of nucleoside triphosphates (in their normal tautomeric forms) due to uncomplementary "base-pairing" [123] with the template bases On their normal tautomeric forms) is assumed. It is unlikely that a locally preferred mispairing leading there to highly frequent substitution mutations could only be governed by special base stacking interactions with neighbouring base pairs [71, 93, 77] in a polymerase, or by the polymerase itsself, due to strong alterations of the stability of mispairs [78] in the active site (as compared to the stability of mispairs in free DNA) through the exchange of solvating water molecules by amino acid moieties derived from the polymerase.
Yet, a mispair containing a rare tautomeric form, thus bearing a more Watson-Crick-like geometry, would therefore enhance its probability of polymerization (passing the verification step, cf. first section), would prevent from being excized (passing the proofreading step) and would accelerate the polymerization step of the following nucleotidc [100] . A high sequence-dependence of such a mutation would be only partly derived from the stabilization of the mispair by base stacking interactions. The other part should be searched in the sequence specifity of protonating or deprotonating agents that could induce the tautomerization of a template base.
Sequence-Dependence of Mutagens. Sequence-dependent transversions and in part transitions require a very specific process for its beginning. It seems to be necessary that a mutagen, no matter if it is a cell metabolite or not, does not cause too severe a change in the nucleotide of the genome, so the defect can escape the repair system. "Chemically" the known mutagens often provoke striking changes leading to mutations in vitro.
The presence of oxygen radicals e.g., an unselective mutagen that causes among others transformations of dG-units into d(8-OH-G)-units in the genome, is suspected to lead to replicationdependent mutations in its nearest neighbourhood in vivo [79] -if it would not as well cause severe distortions in the B-DNA helix. But, provided that the repair system is efficient enough, it can be assumed that a d(8-OH-G) containing sequence preferentially would be excized together with its neighbouring mispairs by a 5'-»3' exonuclease such as Pol I. Conclusions from the in vitro Pol I replication experiment with d(8-OH-G) containing templates to in vivo conditions should be drawn with caution, because single-stranded DNA-binding proteins that facilitate DNA replication [5, [124] [125] by accumulating cooperatively ahead of the polymerase, immobilize the strand by unspecific binding to the backbone and fix the bases by intercalation with aromatic amino acid moieties, are known to enhance the replication fidelity [5, 126] . Sequence-dependent differences in the base-stacking interactions that are thought to contribute to the occurrence of mutational hot spots should be levelled in vivo by such protein-DNA interactions. Since rare tautomeric forms of the bases depend on their stabilization by favorable stacking interactions [56] , possibly these proteins could influence the formation of nearest neighbour mutations.
Accessibility of Bases. Another requirement for a specific mutation is the structure of DNA which has to bear features that make it accessible to a "mild" mutagen. The gaps between the Okazaki fragments, if not sufficiently blocked by single-stranded DNA-binding proteins, could be more accessible to agents than usually (similar to the mutagenicity of N-methyl-N-nitrosourea towards double-stranded and replicating DNA [127] ). During replication, the formation of secondary structures in the single-stranded sequences could also be taken into account, because in particular the bases in loops arc strongly exposed to the solvent. As for duplexes, a Z-like conformation is known to bear its bases near to the hydration shell [128] so e.g. the 4-amino group of dC could be deprotonated easier, leading to dC* or dC*' on reprotonation of N(3) or OC(2), resp. (cf. third section). A longer sequence of non alternating A-T-pairs (starting from 4 base pairs) is known to cause a slight bent in the helix axis [129] . During the formation of a pyrimidine-pyrimidinc-mispair a bent could be taken into account as well, in order to compensate the shortened distance between the sugar-phosphate backbones. Thus, the helix axis may perhaps influence the formation of mispairs, the more so as the 13-mer used as a template (scheme 1) bore a sequence of 4 non alternating A-T-pairs.
Tauterogens. Therefore, a specifically DNA protonating or deprotonating mutagen would serve to trigger substitution mutations. Although the equilibrium constants for the spontaneous tautomerization of the natural nucleoside bases are too low or too high as compared to the frequency of spontaneous mutations in vivo [73, [130] [131] , and although tautomeric forms are not believed to be involved in substitution mutations because of the too high tautomerization energies [132] , it should be possible to lower the activation barrier by e.g. protonation through a nearby acidic functional goup or by complexation with a Lewis-acid (e.g. Zn 2+ ) and subsequent deprotonation with a nearby basic functional group. As proposed in the third section, DNAb in ding proteins (or some other smaller DNA-binding peptides) seem to be obvious candidates for DNA protonating or deprotonating, in the end tautomerizing mutagens, because they provide a variety of functionalities and may be very DNA sequence-specific. The so formed tautomers could then be stabilized by solvatation and base pairing [55, 131] and possibly by favorable base stacking [56, 77] , so that the effective tautomeric equilibrium would be markedly shifted during replication. Some evidence has already been found that rare tautomers of C-derivatives in favor of ionized (protonated) C-derivatives may be involved in mutagenesis of RNA, leading to C-G->U-A-transitions [133, 58] . The proposed mechanism of formation and the extraordinary structural inconspicuousness of pyrimidine-pyrimidine-pairs might explain why transversions can readily happen at special positions in the genome.
CODA

Aim
By this study I would like to provoke discussions about the involvement of rare tautomeric forms in DNA leading to the formation of mispairs, in comparison to the occurrence and structure of mispairs after their formation, because, in spite of the available experimental results that support this theory, no experimental approach was yet presented that might hold out a prospect of proving that mutagenesis does or does not depend on such a mechanism in vivo.
The second aim, in turn, is to direct the researcher's attention to the possibility of the existence of "mild" mutagens that do not alter the structure of the DNA "chemically" (such as alkylating agents etc.), but merely change the hydrogen substitution pattern of DNA bases temporarily ("tauterogens") and therefore could have escaped any observation.
2) The nuclcotides 5 ' -d (pTpTpApGpC) -3 ' and 5' -d (pGpCpTpApA) -3 ' were taken &om Brookhaven Protein Databank -entry code 1 DNN [16] and their sequences were modified. 3) Some of the structures were proposed by Drake & Baltz [23] , C=T in analogy to C=U, proposed by Crick [24] . 4) Such as the unexpected dC-(and partly dA- [31] ) selectivity of interstrand-crosslinking 2'-deoxy-N 4 ,N 4 -ethano-5-methylcytidylate (C?) [31] [32] and 2'-deoxy-N(6),N(6)-ethanoadenylate (A e ) [33] containing DNA strands, due to N(3)-and N(l)-protonation of C 6 and A e , respectively. 5) In vivo site directed mutagenesis induced by O^-methylthymidylate containing templates led to the formation of C^-methylTG-pairs [61] which were proposed to base-pair in a WatsonCrick-like manner [621. C^-methylthymidine is not a very good model compound for dT*, because it lacks the O 4 proton that is "more needed" in T*=T than in T*^G. 6) 6-Imino-l-methyladenine [63] , (6-imirK)-)l-methyladenosine, O°-mcthylinosine, O 4 -ethyluridine, (4-imino-)3-methylcytidine [56] , O 6 -methyl-2'-deoxyguanosine [64] [65] , 5-aza-7-deaza-2 -deoxyguanosine (2-imino form in watCT) [66] , 4-imino-N 4 -hydroxy-cytidine, 4-imino-N 4 -methoxy-cytidine [60] are known, so is 4-imino-l-methylcytosine as a platinum complex [67] , while neither derivatives nor analogues of dG*' and dT were to our knowledge yet characterized. 7) The d(8-OH-G)-nucleoside was synthesized by P.Strazewski, as described in the literature [83] . The pK values were measured by H. Sigel (unpublished results). For exact values and conditions: Prof. H.Sigel, Institut fflr anorganische Chemie, Spitalstrasse 51,4056 Basel.
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